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Histone–DNA complexes, so-called nucleosomes, are the building
blocks of DNA packaging in eukaryotic cells. The histone-binding
affinity of a local DNA segment depends on its elastic properties
and determines its accessibility within the nucleus, which plays an
important role in the regulation of gene expression. Here, we derive
a fitness landscape for intergenic DNA segments in yeast as a func-
tionof twomolecular phenotypes: their elasticity-dependent histone
affinity and their coverage with transcription factor binding sites.
This landscape reveals substantial selection against nucleosome for-
mation over a wide range of both phenotypes. We use it as the core
component of a quantitative evolutionary model for intergenic DNA
segments. This model consistently predicts the observed diversity of
histone affinitieswithinwild Saccharomyces paradoxus populations,
as well as the affinity divergence between neighboring Saccharomy-
ces species. Our analysis establishes histone binding and transcrip-
tion factor binding as two separable modes of sequence evolution,
each of which is a direct target of natural selection.

biophysics | nucleosome-depleted regions | evolution of regulation |
quantitative traits | inference of selection

The positional organization of nucleosomes in eukaryotic cells is
of key importance for the overall chromatin structure and,

thus, for the regulation of gene expression (1–3). Nucleosomes
form through binding of a histone octamer to a DNA sequence
segment of average length 146 base pairs (bp), which wraps around
the protein complex (4). Histone-bound DNA segments are in-
terspersed with unbound “linker” segments. Particularly prom-
inent features of this pattern are so-called nucleosome-depleted
regions (NDRs). These are extended troughs in occupancy at least
∼100 bp long, primarily located in intergenic DNA. Changes in
nucleosome positioning affect the accessibility of local DNA seg-
ments for binding interactions with transcription factors and lead
to observable changes of gene expression in yeast (3, 5).
Explaining two correlated molecular functions—histone bind-

ing and transcriptional regulation—in the same sequence seg-
ment may be seen as a chicken-and-egg problem (6–9). Is
transcription factor binding the primary function, which displaces
nucleosomes to sequence segments in which transcription is neu-
tral or deleterious? Or, conversely, does nucleosome positioning
constrain transcriptional interactions? Here, we address this
problem by a quantitative evolutionary analysis of yeast genomes.
We infer a fitness landscape for intergenic sequence segments that
measures selection on their regulatory interactions and on local
nucleosome formation. We capture these functions by two mo-
lecular phenotypes, the regulatory binding site content and the
histone binding affinity, which reflect distinct biophysical charac-
teristics of a DNA segment. The fitness landscape resulting from
our analysis shows substantial selection acting jointly on tran-
scriptional interactions and on nucleosome formation. Specifi-
cally, we find broad selection against histone binding—that is, in
favor of nucleosome depletion—in sequence segments ∼100 bp
long, although individual nucleotides within these segments are
under only weak selection. Our inference of selection on nucleo-
some positioning is corroborated by an evolutionary analysis within
and across yeast species. We model the evolution of sequence
segments by mutations, genetic drift, and selection given by our
fitness landscape. This model explains the observed intraspecies
diversity as well as the cross-species divergence of nucleosome

positioning in a quantitative way. At the end of the paper, we discuss
the implications of our findings for the functional and evolutionary
relationship between nucleosome positioning and transcriptional
regulation and, in a broader context, for the inference of selection
on correlated molecular functions.
Our evolutionary analysis is based on established biophysical

models that relate the histone binding affinity and the regulatory
site content of a DNA segment to its nucleotide sequence. Several
mechanisms are known to influence the local probability of nu-
cleosome formation (8). Histone-affine DNA has a specific nu-
cleotide composition that facilitates superhelical turns around the
cylinder-shaped octamer (10, 11). In contrast, histone-repelling
sequence contains homopolymeric adenine segments on one
strand paired with thymine segments on the other strand; these
A:T tracts confer a high rigidity to theDNAdouble strand (12, 13).
In addition, competition with other DNA-binding proteins (3, 14,
15), as well as active rearrangement through chromatin remod-
elers (16, 17), may alter histone binding to DNA. All these factors
contribute, to different degrees, to the positioning of nucleosomes
in vivo (15). Here, we choose one particular biophysical pheno-
type, the elasticity-mediated histone binding affinity, to map direct
selection on nucleosome formation in yeast intergenic regions.
Our finding of broad selection in favor of nucleosome depletion is
consistent with the known functional role of NDRs. They reflect
stable barriers in the histone binding energy landscape, which
constrain the positioning of nucleosomes between them (18–21).
To infer regulatory binding sites in the yeast genome, we use
standard statistical models of the position-dependent binding en-
ergy profile for specific transcription factors (22).
Our findings are consistent with previous results on the evolu-

tion of nucleosome positioning. About 70% of interspecific nu-
cleosome architecture changes in yeast are caused by cis effects as
opposed to trans-acting factors (23), which supports our inference
of a local histone binding phenotype. At the level of sequence
evolution, it has been shown that linker regions in yeast coding
sequence are more conserved than regions of higher nucleosome
occupancy (24, 25), in agreement with a previous analysis of
chromosome III promoters (15). More specifically, A:T-loss nucle-
otide changes are reduced in NDRs compared with high-occupancy
regions (26), which is consistent with A:T-rich sequence dis-
favoring nucleosome formation. Similar signatures of selection
acting on nucleotide frequencies also have been found in the hu-
man lineage (27). It is important to note, however, that observa-
tions of sequence conservation do not distinguish the evolutionary
signal of direct selection acting on a specific function, in this case
nucleosome formation or transcriptional interactions, from se-
lection acting on other, potentially unrelated functions encoded in
the same sequence segment. This is why we base our study on
biophysically grounded models: The statistics of a biophysical trait
associated with a specific function will prove to be less confounded
by apparent selection than summary sequence measures. Our
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inference method can be applied to other quantitative traits with
a large sequence target, even if individual nucleotide changes are
under only weak selection.

Results
Phenotypes of Histone Binding and of Transcription Factor Binding.
Wrapping DNA around histones necessitates specific elastic
deformations of its double strand. We evaluate the energy cost of
these deformations using the model of references (20, 28). The
local energy cost depends on sequence content, because different
nucleotide triplets have different a priori deformations in the un-
bound state. Given the genomic landscape of energy costs, the
resulting mean nucleosome occupancy ω of a given sequence seg-
ment is determined by equilibrium thermodynamics. We call this
phenotype the histone binding affinity of the segment. Our analysis
uses the thermodynamic model and algorithm of references (20,
28) (for details, see Methods). This model successfully predicts the
nucleosome positioning observed under in vitro conditions, that is,
without the competitive binding of transcription factors (20). As
expected, the ensemble average of ω decreases with increasing
energy cost and increases with increasing histone density (or
equivalently, with the associated chemical potential) (Fig. S1). For
our genomic analysis, we use a chemical potential that reproduces
the genome-wide occupancy average in vivo of about 80%. With
these settings, we take ω as the best computable phenotype to
measure the elasticity-mediated histone binding affinity of a given
sequence segment. By definition, this phenotype is independent of
the regulatory interactions encoded in that segment. We measure
these interactions by an independent phenotype, n, given by the
number of annotated transcription factor binding sites (Methods).
We can relate these phenotypes to the in vivo nucleosome po-

sitioning in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which was measured in (3). In
Fig. 1A, we evaluate the mean in vivo occupancy score Ω for
intergenic sequence segments of length 100 bp. We find a strong
dependence on both phenotypes: Ω is an increasing function of ω
and a decreasing function of n. We conclude that DNA rigidity
and transcription factor binding jointly contribute to nucleosome
depletion in living yeast cells. This motivates our joint analysis of
selection on exactly these phenotypes, to which we now turn.

Phenotype-Dependent Fitness Landscape. To infer a map between
phenotype and fitness, we compare the genomic distribution of
phenotype value pairs, W ðω; nÞ, with the corresponding distribu-
tion P0ðω; nÞ evaluated in a suitable null model. To obtainW ðω; nÞ,
we construct a tiling of the yeast genome into nonoverlapping
segments of fixed length ℓ= 100 bp. This procedure is designed to

avoid overcounting in longer NDRs and to make the phenotype
data comparable between segments (for details, seeMethods). The
resulting distribution W ðω; nÞ for intergenic sequence in S. cer-
evisiae is shown in Fig. S2A. As a genomic null model, we use
uncorrelated random sequence, which implies that nucleotide
triplets conferring specific local elasticity properties are scrambled
in the null model. The resulting phenotypic null distribution may
be approximated as a product, P0ðω; nÞ=P0ðωÞP0ðnÞ. We obtain
the marginal distribution P0ðωÞ using the same tiling procedure as
in the actual yeast genome (which ensures that our results are
insensitive to its bioinformatic details). This distribution is shown
as a black line in Fig. 2. The marginal distribution P0ðnÞ can even
be evaluated analytically, using the information content (or rela-
tive entropy) of the binding motifs of individual transcription
factors. Details on both components of the null model are given in
SI Text. The resulting joint distribution P0ðω; nÞ is shown in
Fig. S2B.
We now can infer the scaled phenotype-fitness map 2NFðω; nÞ

as the log-likelihood score of the genomic phenotype distribution
and the null distribution (29, 30):

2NFðω; nÞ= log
�
W ðω; nÞ
P0ðω; nÞ

�
+ const: [1]

All fitness values on the left-hand side are measured in units of
1=ð2NÞ, whereN is the effective population size. This landscape is
defined up to an arbitrary constant, because only fitness differ-
ences (selection coefficients) enter the evolution of phenotype
frequencies. Our inference of selection involves several assump-
tions. First, Eq. 1 is valid if nucleosome positioning is at an evo-
lutionary equilibrium of mutations, genetic drift, and selection.
This assumption is corroborated by our cross-species analysis de-
scribed below. Second, the landscape Fðω; nÞ is inferred from all
intergenic sequence segments. The underlying uniformity assump-
tion may be relaxed: If the fraction of segments under selection
against histone binding is anywhere above ∼20%, our inference of
selection essentially remains unchanged in the regime of reduced
affinity, ω< 0:5 (SI Text and Fig. S3A). Similarly, our results are
insensitive to variations of the tiling length ℓ within the length
range of functional NDRs, as shown in Fig. S3B.
The scaled fitness landscape 2NFðω; nÞ inferred for S. cerevisiae

intergenic sequence is shown in Fig. 1B. It reveals substantial se-
lection on both histone binding affinity and transcriptional regu-
lation: We find scaled fitness differences j2NΔFj≤ 10 in our set of
intergenic segments. Importantly, the selection on histone binding
affinity is a primary effect; that is, the overrepresentation of NDRs

A B

Fig. 1. In vivo nucleosome occupancy and fitness for yeast intergenic sequence segments. (A) The mean nucleosome occupancy, Ωðω;nÞ, is plotted against
two molecular phenotypes: the elasticity-mediated histone binding affinity, ω, and the number of transcription factor binding sites, n. Occupancy data in
S. cerevisiae are taken from (3) and shown for nonoverlapping intergenic sequence segments of length 100 bp. Data points not shown reflect insufficient
phenotype counts ðω,nÞ. (B) The scaled fitness landscape 2NFðω,nÞ inferred from the genomic phenotype distribution (by Eq. 1). This landscape shows that
direct selection acts on both phenotypes and establishes sequence-dictated nucleosome positioning as a primary mode of the evolution of intergenic DNA.
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in the yeast genome cannot be explained by direct selection on
regulatory site content alone. Our finding of substantial direct
selection on ω gives an a posteriori justification for our choice of
this phenotype. Before we discuss the implications of the inferred
fitness landscape, we test its predictions for evolution of sequence-
dictated nucleosome positioning within and across species.

Selection Against Nucleosome Formation. As shown in Fig. 1B, the
selection on histone binding affinity does not depend strongly on
the regulatory phenotype n. Therefore, it can be evaluated in good
approximation from an effective fitness landscape for histone
binding affinity, FðωÞ, which is most convenient for our subsequent
evolutionary analysis. This landscape is inferred from the marginal
distributionsW ðωÞ and P0ðωÞ by an equilibrium relation analogous
to Eq. 1, and is shown in Fig. 2. Again, the function FðωÞ is in-
sensitive to the fraction of segments under selection and to the
choice of tiling length (SI Text and Fig. S3).
The effective fitness landscape shows that selection in favor of

nucleosome depletion acts across a broad range of affinity val-
ues, beyond what commonly would be considered a nucleosome-
free region. This implies that there is predominantly directional
selection on affinity changes,

2NΔF = − αΔω; [2]

with an average proportionality constant α= 11± 1 obtained from
a linear fit to the function 2NFðωÞ in the range ω< 0:8. Affinity
changes of jΔωj&0:1 are under substantial selection, i.e., they lead
to fitness changes of magnitude j2NΔFj> 1. However, most point
mutations confer smaller affinity changes and are only weakly se-
lected. The efficacy of selection on nucleosome formation is not
caused by large effects of single mutations, but by the multitude of
elasticity-changing mutations in an extended sequence segment.

Selection on Affinity Polymorphisms. We now show that the fitness
landscape of Eq. 2 correctly predicts the frequency bias of inter-
genic single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that is related to
selection against nucleosome formation. From the Saccharomyces
Genome Resequencing Project, we obtained the genomes of 35
Saccharomyces paradoxus isolates and their alignments (Methods).
We choose this species for the analysis because it has a simpler
population structure than S. cerevisiae (31). We analyze SNPs in
nonoverlapping intergenic NDRs with ω< 0:4 identified on the
S. paradoxus reference genome. To determine the SNP allele
frequency as a function of the associated phenotypic effect, we

compute the average binding affinity in the two subpopulations
carrying either allele. In this way, we obtain a polarized phenotype
differenceΔω=ω + −ω −, whereω + denotes the larger andω − the
smaller of the two subpopulation averages. Under selection
against histone binding, we expect a decrease in the average fre-
quency of the high-affinity allele, hx+i, with increasing deleterious
effect. Fig. 3 shows the data points ðΔω; x+Þ and the resulting av-
erage frequencies in bins of the affinity difference. These data
permit a linear fit of hx+i as a function of Δω,

hx+iðΔωÞ= 1
2
− γΔω; [3]

with a proportionality constant γ= 1:0± 0:1. On the other hand,
our fitness landscape predicts the scaled selection coefficient
σ≡ 2NΔF = − α Δω for each of these SNPs according to Eq. 2.
Assuming approximate linkage equilibrium, the classic equilib-
rium allele frequency distribution peqðx; σÞ then determines the
expected frequency of the deleterious allele, hx+i (32) (Methods).
To leading order, we obtain a linear dependence as in Eq. 3 with
a predicted value γF = 1:4± 0:1. This is in good agreement with
the observed value for S. paradoxus polymorphisms. Here, we
treat the S. paradoxus isolates as a mixed population. Performing
this analysis separately for the three major subpopulations in the
sample (31), we find that population structure has only a minor
influence on the signal of selection (Fig. S4).
Our polymorphism analysis establishes a quantitative inference

of selection on NDRs on a microevolutionary timescale, despite
the fact that individual mutations are under only weak tomoderate
selection. Importantly, apparent selection acting on sequence
traits other than those relevant to nucleosome depletion is gen-
erally random with respect to the phenotype polarization. There-
fore, the expectation value of the frequency of the deleterious
allele as a function of the selection coefficient, hx+iðσÞ, is affected
only to a small extent by sequence conservation, say, due to the
presence of transcription factor binding sites.

Conservation of Histone Binding Affinity and Equilibrium. Our equi-
librium theory of nucleosome positioningmakes a definite prediction

Fig. 2. Selection against nucleosome formation. Distribution of histone bind-
ing affinity for nonoverlapping intergenic segments of length 100 bp in S. cer-
evisiae, WðωÞ (purple ●), compared with the analogous distribution from
random sequence P0ðωÞ (solid black line). Both distributions are evaluated in bins
of width 0.05. The effective scaledfitness landscape for histone binding affinity,
2NFðωÞ (red line), is the log-likelihood of the distributions WðωÞ and P0ðωÞ.

Fig. 3. Selection on SNPs. The data points show the frequency of the high-
affinity allele, x+, as a function of the phenotypic effect (i.e., the difference Δω
between both alleles) for SNPs in intergenic S. paradoxus NDRs with ω< 0:4
(green dots, with size indicating the number of SNPs contributing to the data
point). From these data, we evaluated the effect-dependent average frequency
hx+i (in Δω-bins of size 0.05; green dots with error bars, joined by solid green
line). Its approximately linear decrease follows Eq. 3 (least-squares fit, dashed
green line) and shows that there is weak selection against alleles of higher
affinity. The prediction from the fitness landscape FðωÞ (dashed red line; see
text) is in good agreement with the data. The expectation under neutrality is
a constant, hx+iðΔωÞ= 1=2 (dashed blue line), and is inconsistent with the data.
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for cross-species evolution: The phenotype distribution W ðωÞ and,
hence, the number of NDRs below a given affinity thresh-
old are conserved. Fig. 4A compares the genomic distributions
W ðωÞ for S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus intergenic regions. These
distributions indeed are strikingly similar between the two species.
We can compare this conservation with simulated neutral evolu-
tion of an ensemble of sequence segments with the S. cerevisiae
distribution W ðωÞ as the initial condition (Methods and SI Text).

Already over the distance between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus,
the neutrally evolved sequences show a significant decrease in low-
affinity counts, which is inconsistent with the data. For example,
we obtain a conserved number of about 1; 500± 40 non-
overlapping intergenic NDRs with length 100 bp and ω< 0:4 in the
actual S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus genomes. In contrast, the
count of NDRs with the same characteristics drops to about 980
for simulated neutral evolution over the evolutionary distance
between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus, and to 170 at neutral
equilibrium. Similar results are obtained in a three-species com-
parison of S. cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, and Saccharomyces bayanus.
The observed cross-species conservation of affinity distribution

W ðωÞ and NDR number corroborates the assumption of evolu-
tionary equilibrium underlying our analysis. The equilibrium state
is characterized by detailed balance: Between two species, the
number of genome segments increasing in affinity above a given
threshold equals the number of segments decreasing below the
same threshold. As we show below, this turnover describes the
occupancy variability of individual NDRs between species.
To test the predictions of our fitness model for the divergence

statistics of histone binding affinity, we mapped the set of intergenic
NDR segments with ω< 0:4 in S. cerevisiae onto their aligned seg-
ments in S. paradoxus (Methods and SI Text). Fig. 4B shows the
contour lines and binned averages of the resulting scatter plot
ðωcer;ωparÞ. These pairs have lower mean affinity values in S. cer-
evisiae compared with S. paradoxus. This merely reflects our choice
of base species (the opposite effect is observed if the alignment is
constructed from a base set of S. paradoxus NDRs).
We can compare the actual process with in silico evolution

under selection, using a Wright–Fisher simulation of the S. cer-
evisiae NDR sequences in the fitness landscape FðωÞ (for details,
see Methods and SI Text). Fig 4B shows the binned average and
standard deviation of the resulting conditional distribution
PðωparjωcerÞ for cross-species phenotype evolution. We find both
quantities to be in quantitative agreement with the observed
divergence statistics between S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus. We
conclude that our fitness landscape captures selection in favor of
nucleosome depletion also over longer evolutionary times.
We also can compare the cross-species data to simulations of

neutral evolution. Across the whole range of affinity values on
S. cerevisiae NDRs, neutral evolution leads to an average affinity
gain—i.e., an average loss of NDR function—that is inconsistent
with the observed process. At the same time, the standard de-
viation of the cross-species affinity change is similar to the neutral
value; i.e., the fitness landscape does not strongly constrain phe-
notype variability. This is in accordance with previous findings
showing a high variance across loci in the divergence of both NDR
occupancy and A:T enrichment (3).

Discussion
We have inferred a phenotype-fitness map Fðω; nÞ for yeast
intergenic sequence segments, which measures selection depend-
ing on histone binding affinity and regulatory site content (Fig.
1B). This map offers a quantitative solution to the chicken-and-egg
problem posed in the introduction: Can we rank nucleosome po-
sitioning and transcriptional regulation with respect to their se-
lective effects on intergenic sequence? As shown in Fig. 1B, fitness
has a genuinely two-dimensional phenotype target: there are two
chickens. Histone binding and transcription factor binding are
separable primary modes of the evolution of intergenic DNA,
subject to direct selection of comparable strength. The selection
on histone binding spans an extended set of nucleosome-depleted
intergenic segments, which have affinity values up to above 50%.
This result contrasts with the merely passive role of DNA meth-
ylation that has been inferred from cell-type specific variations of
the methylation pattern in human and mouse (33, 34).
Direct selection on nucleosome affinity has an important bi-

ological consequence. It establishes a set of nucleosome-depleted

A

B

Fig. 4. Cross-species evolution of histone binding affinity. (A) Distribution of
histone binding affinity, WðωÞ, for intergenic segments of length 100 bp with
ω< 0:4 in S. paradoxus (green●) and in S. cerevisiae (purple●, same as Fig. 2).
These distributions are very similar, which is consistent with evolutionary
equilibrium under selection given by the fitness landscape FðωÞ. In contrast,
simulated neutral evolution (blue●) already leads to a significant reduction of
low-affinity counts over the same evolutionary distance, and would approach
the neutral equilibrium distribution P0ðωÞ (black line, same as Fig. 2) in the
long-time limit. (B) Cross-species distribution of affinity pairs ðωcer;ωparÞ for
NDRs in S. cerevisiae and their aligned sequences in S. paradoxus (gray contour
areas). The conditional average (green line) and standard deviation (green
bars) of ωpar is plotted as a function of ωcer. We compare these data with the
conditional distributions PðωparjωcerÞ for simulated evolution in the fitness
landscape FðωÞ and under neutrality (average, red and blue lines; standard
deviation, red and blue bars). The cross-species data are consistent with evo-
lution under directional selection against nucleosome formation. At the same
time, the near-neutral standard deviation shows the variability of cross-species
affinity evolution under this fitness model.
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regions that are earmarked for interactions with transcription
factors. The reduced nucleosome affinity not only increases the
equilibrium coverage with transcription factors, but also may
speed up the search kinetics of factor molecules toward their
binding sites. Because these effects are largely independent of the
actual coverage with binding sites, they facilitate binding site
turnover and the adaptive formation of new sites. At the same
time, the directional selection against histone binding given by our
fitness landscape does not favor a specific affinity value, which is
consistent with the observed cross-species variability of the affinity
phenotype. This may suggest a two-tier model of selection on
nucleosome-depleted intergenic regions: Elasticity-mediated di-
rectional selection broadly reduces nucleosome coverage, whereas
balancing selection jointly tunes nucleosome and transcription
factor coverage to gene-specific values.
The phenotypes used in this paper, histone binding affinity and

regulatory site content, are distilled from the underlying cellular
biophysics. A phenotype-based inference of selection is particu-
larly relevant for histone binding, a quantitative trait that has ex-
tended (>100 bp) sequence targets with small phenotypic effects
of individual mutations. Only by mapping nucleotide changes onto
an affinity phenotype can we infer substantial aggregate selection
against nucleosome formation. However, given the complexity of
the molecular machinery of transcriptional regulation and chro-
matin organization, our analysis in terms of just two phenotypes is
necessarily incomplete. For example, histone binding in vivo is
expected to depend on additional sequence features besides our
elasticity-mediated binding phenotype (10). Integrating additional
phenotypes into the inference of selection leads to a higher-
dimensional fitness landscape, which can be analyzed for its prin-
cipal directions of selection. The projection on the two phenotypes
used in this paper likely will lead to an underestimate but will not
generate a spurious signal of selection. A more comprehensive
analysis can also address fitness interactions or interference
selection; our results suggest an avenue to infer these effects by
a phenotype-based approach.
From a broader perspective, this paper is a case study analyzing

quantitative traits that are encoded in overlapping sequence and
represent coupled molecular functions. This scenario is at some
distance from idealized models of population genetics and quan-
titative genetics but probably is typical—at least in the densely
packed genomes of prokaryotes and unicellular eukaryotes. We
have shown that a joint phenotype-fitness map can disentangle
selective effects on such functions, i.e., distinguish direct from
apparent selection. We expect this method to be applicable to
a broader class of complex molecular functions, for which we can
measure or infer at least some key phenotypes.

Methods
Histone Binding Affinity. The biophysical model for histone binding underlying
our analysis follows (20, 28). This model defines a histone-binding free energy
landscape ΔGðrÞ as a function of the 5′ genomic coordinate r of a nucleosome.
The free energy of a DNA sequence segment ðar ,ar+1, . . .,ar+d−1Þ is given by

ΔGðrÞ=
Xr+d−3
r′= r

X3
i= 1

Ai

2

�
ϕnuc
i ðar′Þ−ϕ0

i ðar′Þ
�2
;

where ar′ = ðar′, ar′+1, ar′+2Þ denote trinucleotide subsegments; ϕnuc
i ðar′Þ ði=

1, 2, 3Þ are the roll, twist, and tilt deformations in the nucleosome state,
ϕ0
i ðar′Þ are the intrinsic deformations in the unbound state (35), Ai denotes

the corresponding elastic constants, and we use a core binding length
d =125 bp (28). The statistics of nucleosome positioning is then given by
standard equilibrium thermodynamics. It may be derived from the grand
canonical partition function

Z =
X∞
N= 0

X
r1 ;...;rN

exp

"
−β

 
−ηN+

XN
k= 1

ΔGðrkÞ
!#

with the no-overlap constraint rk+1 ≥ rk +d ðk= 1; . . . ;N− 1Þ. The partition
function depends on the temperature via kBT = β−1 and on the chemical
potential η, which are adjusted to in vivo conditions. This determines the
expected single-nucleotide nucleosome occupancies (36),

OðrÞ= − β−1
Xr

r′= r −d + 1

∂logZ
∂ΔGðr′Þ;

and the expected mean occupancy

ωðr; ℓÞ= 1
ℓ

Xr+ℓ−1
r′= r

O�r′�

over sequence segments of length ℓ. The dependence of ω on local binding
energies and on the chemical potential is shown in Fig. S1.

Data Analysis.Weusedgenomic sequences and their alignments fromUniversity
of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser (sacCer3) for the interspecific
analysis of S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus. Up to a threshold, insertions and
deletions were corrected to exclude alignment uncertainties. This procedure did
not affect our cross-species analysis (for details, see SI Text and Fig. S5). The
resulting total sequence length was 7:7× 106 bp, with 1:5× 106 bp in intergenic
regions (37). The second dataset, obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome
Resequencing Project, contains aligned genomes of 35 S. paradoxus strains,
including SNPs. This dataset has a well-separable substructure (31). To control
for demographic effects, we partitioned this dataset into three groups (Euro-
pean, Far Eastern, and American). We obtained annotated transcription factor
binding sites on S. cerevisiae from the SwissRegulon Portal (Feb 2012) (22). Only
nonoverlapping binding sites with a posterior probability >0.5 were used. To
identify low-occupancy regions predicted by our affinity model, we constructed
a tiling of the genome into nonoverlapping segments of fixed length ℓ= 100
bp, using a dynamic programming algorithm with an upper bound of 0.95 of
the predicted mean nucleosome occupancy ω in each individual segment. Ex-
perimental in vivo nucleosome occupancy scores for S. cerevisiaewere obtained
from the Gene Expression Omnibus database (accession series GSE22211) (3)
and processed to reduce the effects of measurement uncertainties (SI Text).

Polymorphism Statistics. To predict the expected deleterious allele fre-
quency given by the fitness landscape, we use the equilibrium allele fre-
quency spectrum for a two-allele locus, peqðx; σÞ= ðxð1− xÞÞμ−1eσx=Zeq, where
σ= 2NΔF is the scaled selection coefficient, μ= 2Nμ0 is the scaled neutral
mutation rate, and Zeq is a normalization factor. From this distribution, we
determine the allele frequency spectrum for polymorphic loci, peqðk;m; σÞ, in
a set of m isolates by binomial sampling ðk=1, . . .,m− 1Þ. This distribution
produces an average frequency of the deleterious allele, ÆxæðσÞ= 1=2+ aσ+
Oðσ2Þ, with a proportionality constant a= 0:127 (for μ= 0:02).

Modeling Sequence Evolution. We use a Wright–Fisher simulation for a pop-
ulation of NDR sequences evolving under mutations, genetic drift, and se-
lection given by the fitness landscape FðωÞ. The evolutionary time for
simulation of the cross-species evolution is chosen so that the average se-
quence divergence in the set of predicted NDRs equals the observed real
value of 13%. Simulations of neutral evolution use the same model, but
without selection. More details are given in SI Text and Fig. S6.
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